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Synopsis
We consider the non-linear problem -Au(x)-f(x, u(x)) = ku(x) for xeUN and u e W ' V ) . We
show that, under suitable conditions on /, there exist infinitely many branches all bifurcating from the
lowest point of the continuous spectrum A = 0. The method used in the proof is based on a theorem of
Ljusternik-Schnirelman type for the free case.
1. Introduction
We consider the following non-linear problem:
-Au(x)-f(x, u(x)) = Au(x) fo
This problem has been treated by many authors including Berger, Strauss,
Berestycki and Lions. In this paper we follow Stuart [4, 5].
We prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose fix, u(x)) = q(x) |u(x)|CT u(x) where qeLp(UN) with
max {N/2, 2}Sp ^°o, 0<<r <2(2-N/p)/(N-2), and q(x)> 0 for almost all xeUN.
Suppose further that there exist constants A, t > 0 such that q(x) a A/(l + |x|)' for
almost all xeUN and that 0<t<2-Na/2.
Then,
(i) for A. < 0, the equation
-Au(x)-q(x) \u(xT u{x) = Au(x) for xeRN
has infinitely many distinct pairs of (generalised) solutions {(A, ±Wk)}k<=N;
(ii) the lowest point of the continuous spectrum is a bifurcation point; in fact all
solutions (A, ±u£) bifurcate from A = 0:
||wk||T-»0 as A ^ 0 ~ .
We prove this theorem even for more generalised non-linearities f(x, u(x)) such
as used by Stuart [4]. (See Conditions (Al*), (A2*), (A3*) and (A4*) below.)
The existence of an infinite number of solutions for each negative value of A
has been established by Berestycki and Lions [2], at least when f(x, u(x)) =
g(u(x)). Stuart has shown that A = 0 is a bifurcation point and that there exists a
branch of solutions bifurcating from A = 0 [4, 5]. What we show is that in fact
there exist infinitely many branches all bifurcating from the lowest point of
continuous spectrum A = 0.
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The main tool is a generalised result of Ambrosetti and Rabinowitz [1,3]
concerning the existence of an infinite number of critical points of a functional. It
involves the investigation of the functional on sets of arbitrary genus and we
construct such sets using functions of the following type:
u(x) = p(|x|2)e-M2 forxelRN (1.1)
where p is a polynomial. This construction seems simpler than that used previ-
ously for problems of this kind [2].
An alternative approach is discussed in Section 6.
2. The equation T'Tu - F(u) = ku
We consider the equation
-Au(x)-/(x, u(x)) = ku(x), xeUN, NS2 (2.1)
and the corresponding bifurcation problem, but first we give a precise meaning to
this equation. (This section follows Stuart [4].)
Let us begin with the operator —A.
We put
H: = L2(UN) = L2, ||u||: = { j u(x)2 dx}*,
3(S):=jueH: £ DfweHf, Su:=-%Dfu,
i.e. S is the self-adjoint extension of the negative Laplacian in H. When no
domain of integration is indicated, it is understood that the integration is over all
of UN. Let (H2.II.H2) be the Hilbert space obtained by equipping 3)(S) with the
graph norm
\\u\\2: = {\\u\\2+\\Su\\2}K \/ueQj(S).
Then, up to equivalence of norms, H2= W2-2(UN).
We now take T= S*, the positive self-adjoint square root of S. Let (HT, ||.||T) be
the Hilbert space obtained by equipping 2>(T) with the graph norm
NIT: = {NI2 + HTu|m V«e®(T).
Then HT = W 2 '% N ) and \\Tu\\ = |||Vu|||, \/ueHT where Vu = (D^,..., DNu).
By identifying H with H*, we can write HT c H = H* <= (HT)* and use ( . , . ) for
the duality between (HT)* and HT. Since T: HT -> H is bounded, it has a
conjugate V: H* = H^(HT)* which is also bounded. Then T'T: HT -* (HT)* is
a bounded linear operator such that T'Tu = Su, Vue2>(S) and 3s(S) =
{ueHT:T'TueH}.
These results are discussed in more detail in [4].
We now turn to / in (2.1) and make the following basic assumption.
(Al) The function f can be written as a sum, f = JT=ifb of a finite number of
functions ft where, for 1 i i ^  m, ft: UN x IR —• U is of Caratheodory type such
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that
|/i(x,s)|SAi(x)|S|1+CT.
for all seU and almost all x eUN, where Af 6 LPi(IRN) for some pf such
that max {N/2, 2} S
 Pi S «, and 0 < o-( < 2(2 - N/pi)/(N- 2).
(When p = oo, l/p is understood to be 0 and when N=2, l/(JV-2) is understood
to be +oo.)
This assumption guarantees a well-posed problem (2.1) in the sense that
f(x, u(x)) e (HT)* whenever u 6 HT.
In fact, if (Al) is satisfied, we set
J' s mfi(x,r)dr and &: = £ &t.
0 1 = 1
For u: UN -»• R, let
m
FJ(u)(x): = /i(x,M(x)) and F: = X fi,
i = l
< P i ( u ) : = ^ ( x , u ( x ) ) d x a n d < p : = X < P i -
J ; = i
The problem (2.1) is then equivalent to
Su-F(u) = Au, ueH2. (2.2)
The following result is also given by Stuart [4].
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let Condition (Al) ho/d.
(i) For l g i g m , Ft maps LT' boundedly and continuously to L^ where
1/R) and q,:=
 Ti/(T,-1),
and F maps HT boundedly and continuously to (HT)*. Further,
|<F,(H), u ) ! ^ ^ ||Tu|h ||"||3S V«eH T ,
where af:= N(o-i/2+l/pi), ft: = 2 + Oj-af and K;>0 and so
|g max {mKi ||Tu|h ||uf'}, V U G H T .
(ii) 1/ in addition to Assumption (Al) we have
0<cri<2(l-N/pi)/(N-2) /or ISiSm,
then F; maps LT' boundedly and continuously into H.
(iii) For 1S i S m, <p : HT —» R is continuously Frechet differentiate and <p'(u)v =
<F(M), u> for all u,veHT.
Remark. We note that 2 < Tf < 2N/(N - 2) and so HT is continuously embedded
in LT< for I S i S m by the Sobolev embedding. It follows that L"< is continuously
embedded in (HT)*.
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A pair (A, u) is now called a (generalised) solution of (2.2) if
(i) (A, u )e lRxH T
and
(ii) T'Tu-F(u) = ku holds in (HT)*, i.e.
(T'Tu,v)-(Fiu),v) = \(u,v)
for all v e HT. A is called a (L2-) bifurcation point for (2.2) if there exists a
sequence {(An, un)} of (generalised) solutions to (2.2) such that
(0 un?0, VnePy,
(ii) An —» A and ||wn||T —> 0 for n —* «.
We want to show that A = 0 is a bifurcation point for (2.2) and that there exist
infinitely many bifurcating branches; to do this we need cp to be weakly sequen-
tially continuous. This is guaranteed by the following assumption.
(Al*) f satisfies Condition (Al) and Aj(x)->0 for |x |-»°° whenever p; = oo and
f{x, s) is odd with respect to s.
Then the following result holds.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let Condition (Al*) hold. Then F is completely continuous and
compact; more precisely
un - - u in HT => FiuJ -* F(u) in (HT)* /or n -> oo.
COROLLARY 2.3. Let Condition (Al*) fioM. Then <p: HT-*[R is weafe/y sequen-
tially continuous.
Proof. This follows from the compactness of <p' = F. See [6, Satz 39.2 2].
3. The functional JK
For A < 0 , we put
2
-A| |U |m VueHT.
Note that |||. |||x and ||. ||T are equivalent norms in HT. We now define a functional
JK whose critical points are (generalised) solutions to (2.1); critical points in turn
will be found via a theorem of Ljusternik-Schnirelman type for the free case.
We put
In order to control the radial behaviour of Jx, we make the following assumption
on /.
(A2*) There exist constants a^a>0 such that for every seU
&ix, ts) S t2+-&ix, s) g 0 whenever t § 1
and
&ix, ts) ^  t2+a&ix, s) g 0 whenever 0 g ( g 1.
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Further,
<p(u)>0 for all M€HT\{0}.
Note that Condition (A2*) will be satisfied if the function / is of the form
m
/(x,s)=I<j,(x)|shs (3.1)
i = l
with qf (x) > 0 for almost all x e UN and af > 0. (Simply take a: = min {a-f: 1 ^  i S= m },
(T: = max {a-;: 1 S= i =S m}.)
In order to have a quantitative control on the radial behaviour of JK, we
introduce a second functional on HT:
(0
IX:HT
where
for ueHT\{0}.
Then Ix is a majorant functional for Jk whose radial behaviour can be completely
controlled. In fact, the following lemma follows immediately from the definition
of /x and Condition (A2*).
LEMMA 3.1. Let Condition (A2*) be satisfied. Then
(i) JK(u) = Ik(u) whenever |||u|||x = 1.
(ii) /x(u)=ilx(u) for all ueHT.
Let us now have a look at the radial behaviour of Ik. For any fixed u e HT\{0},
we put
a: [0, oo)-» R, t>-+a(t):=IK(tu),
i.e.
12+<? Ulullir5 ^(M) (0< t g 1/IHulL),
Ut2lll«llg-t2+fflll«lll^^(«) Osi /INIk).
Then
fO (t = 0),
a'(0 = | t \\\u\\\l {1 - (2 + a)t* |||u|f ^(u)} (0 < t < 1/HlulL),
If |||u||g {1 - (2 + o-)^ |||u|||? ^ («)} (t > l/|||u|||J,
and
al(l/|||u|||x) = Ululllx {1 - (2 + (T)
where aL and a^ are the left and right derivatives. Hence a can be extremal for
(= 1 only if
or
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In the case where <r = <r =: cr, both conditions reduce to
We put
Mx:
where
Mx°: = {u e HT\{0}: |||u|||x = {(2 + <r)tf(«)r1Ar > 1},
M(ii): = {u € HT\{0}: |||u|L = {(2 + aW")}"1 '* < 1}.
(In the case where a = a = <r, simply set
Mx:={ue HT\{0}: 1 = (2 + a)*(u) |||u|p
The two following lemmas give the central properties of these sets.
LEMMA 3.2. Let u e HT\{0} be fixed. If IK(tu) is maximal fort = 1 then u e Mk.
LEMMA 3.3.
(i) IfueM?,
(ii) IfueM?\ then Ix(u) = a/(4 + 2a)\\\u\\\l<a/(4 + 2v).
(iii) If a- = a = a and u&Mx, then IK(u) = cr/(4 + 2cr) \\\u\\\l.
As mentioned above, we investigate the critical points of JK via a theorem of
Ljusternik-Schirelman type given by Ambrosetti and Rabinowitz; (I1)-(I5) will
therefore refer to conditions on Jx given by these authors in [1]. We now show
that JK in fact satisfies these conditions if the following assumption is made on /.
(A3*) There exists q>2 such that for all s eU and almost all xeUN
Note that / satisfies this condition if / is of the form given in (3.1); simply set
q: = 2 + <J. Assumption (A3*) means that
(F(u), u)gq<p(u)go for all ueHT;
Assumptions (A2*) and (A3*) together give that
(F{u),u)i=2<p(w)>0 for all ueHT\{0}. (3.2)
We now suppose that / satisfies Conditions (Al*), (A2*) and (A3*) and show
that Jx satisfies Conditions (Ix)—(Is) in [1].
(Ij) There exists p, a > 0 such that JK>0 on Bp\{0} and Jk § a > 0 on Sp where
Bp: = {u eHT: |||u|||x <p} and Sp: = dBp.
Proof. The proof can be found in [5]. For completeness, we just recall that, for
ueHT,
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by (3.2) and Proposition 2.1. Hence,
Jx(«Oi^lHlx[l- max ||||||
lSiSm
and, since at + /3;>2, the proof is complete. •
(12) There exists e e HT\{0} such that Jk(e) = 0.
Proof. This follows immediately from (Ij) and (I5) (see below). In fact there
exist infinitely many such elements. •
(13) If {un} is a sequence in HT such that
and
l|J'(Mn)ll(HT)*^0 for n ^ o o ,
then there exists a subsequence {un} such that un- converges in HT to some u.
Proof. For a proof see [5].
Remark. Condition (I3) is the Palais-Smale condition (PS)+.
(I4) JK is even: Jk(u) = Jk(-u) for all u e HT.
Proof. By (Al*), <p is an even functional. Therefore / x is also even. •
(Is) For any finite dimensional subspace Z of HT, the set ZP\{ue HT: JK(u) g0} is
bounded.
Proof. For a proof see [5].
4. The existence of infinitely many solutions
According to [1], we set
r : = {g6C([0,l],HT):g(0) = 0 and g(e)=l}
where e is the element whose existence is given by (I2);
IV = {h € C(HT, HT): h(0) = 0,
h is a homeomorphism from HT to HT and h(B) c Ao}
where
B: = {MeHT:|||u|L<l} and A0: = {u eHT: J X (M)S0} ;
r*: = {hGr*:hisodd};
Tk: = {Kc HT; K is compact in HT, K is a symmetric set i.e. —K = K,
y(Knh(dB))^k, VheT* (keN)}
where 7 is the genus of a set
If Conditions (Al*), (A2*) and (A3*) are satisfied, equation (2.1) has for each
A < 0 infinitely many (generalised) solutions corresponding to the critical values bK
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and b
(i)
(ii)
£(fc € N), where
Hans-Jorg Ruppen
bK := int max JK(u),
gerueg([O,l])
b£:= inf maxJx(u).
5. Behaviour of the solutions as A. -> 0
We discuss the behaviour of the solutions w£ to equation (2.1) which correspond
to the critical values b£ when A. -»0 . Accordingly, we make the following
assumption on / :
(A4*) There exist constants A, 8, t > 0 such that
for all \s\ < 8 and for almost all x e RN where 8 and t satisfy the inequalities
0 < 8 < l and 0<t<2 + a-d--Nvl2,
where a and q are the constants of Condition (A2*).
Note that Condition (A4*) is satisfied by a function / of the form (3.1) if
|x|)-t for almost all x e UN (i = l . . . m ) .
What we want to show is that under Assumptions (A1*)-(A4*) bifurcation will occur
at the point A = 0.
Let p(t) : = Z!c=o1 o-it be a polynomial of degree S k - 1 . We often identify p(t)
and p: = (a0, ax,..., afc_!)GlRk. The space Uk will be considered to be equipped
with the norm
: = max : i = 0 , . . . , fc - 1}, V p = (a0, • • •,
this norm is equivalent to the usual one
For peUk, we set
Kp := 2 - A f | y | - |p(|y|2)|2+*e-(2+*^12 dy.
We first give some properties of dp, Lp and Kp.
LEMMA 5.1. dp depends continuously on p, for all peUk.
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Proof. Let
p:=(ao,...,ak-1)enk,
e:=(e 0 , ...,efc-i)e[Rfc,
p + e := (ao+ e0, . . . , ak_x + efc_i) eUk.
Then
i=0 j=0
i=0 j=0
where as = es = 0 for j g k . Therefore,
This proves the continuity of dp. •
LEMMA 5.2. There exists a constant 3?>0 such that
Proof. Let p = (a0,..., ak_i) 6 Rk. Then
= 4 [|y|2 f "I [(i + l)aj+1- a, ] |y|2(] V2 1" ' dy,
where ak is taken to be zero. Since
\(i + l )o i + 1 - a;| § (fc +1) max {\at\: i = 0 , . . . , k - 1}
= (fc +1) llpllic,
we have
0§L p g4(fc + 1 ) 2 1 | y | 2 { i f |y|2 i}2e~2H2dy. ||p||2.
If we put
rk-l -i 2
the lemma is proved. •
LEMMA 5.3. (i) Kp depends continuously on p, for all pe!Rk. (ii) Kp = 0 if and
only if p = 0.
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Proof, (i) Let p: = ( a 0 , . . . , ak.1)eUk,
e := (E0, . . . , e k - i ) e R k with | | e | | k < l .
Then
Kp+e = 2 - A ( |y I - I(P + e)(|y | 2 ) | 2 + ^ - ( 2 ^ ) l y | 2 dy.
If one takes as dominating function
where
p(0:= I (kl+l)t\
i=O
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem gives
KP+E-^KP as ||e||k-»0.
(ii) This follows from the definition of Kp. •
For pe(Rk and A <0, we put
upA(x):=p(-A|jc|2)ex|x|\ x
and we consider the following subspace
By Condition (Is), the set
Z(k, A)+: = Z(k, A) n{u e HT: JK(u) a0}
is bounded in HT and hence in Z(fc, A). The following proposition shows that this
boundedness is uniform if |A| is small enough.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let Conditions (A1*)-(A4*) hold and put
Z(k, A) :={upA(x) 6 Z(k, A): ||p||k SI} .
Then there exists a constant Aoe[- l ,0) such that
Z(fc, A)+cZ(k, A) whenever Ae(A0, 0).
Proof. Let Z: = {upk(x)eZ(k, A): ||p||k = 1}. For the majorant functional IK we
show that
^ \ I Z ( M ) < 0 whenever Ae(Ao, 0).
The conclusion of the proof follows from the radial behaviour of IK and the
connection between Jx and Ix.
We first remark that
and
Ill^lAr-^Lp + dS) fora11
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These equalities can easily be verified by a direct computation. We now put
y(p):=2max|wpA(x)|, VpeUk
and
yo: = min{y(p):peRk with ||p||fc = 1}.
Note that y(p) is always finite and depends continuously on p. Since y(p)>0
whenever p^O, we thus have yo>0. If 5 is the constant in Condition (A4*), we
have, by (A2*),
( \ (
V
yip)
^ T T Mp,
8 y(p) p>
where
(r=ta if y(p)/S<l
Icr otherwise.
Therefore, by (A4*),
^- 'Aj |x|~t|p(A|x|2)|2+a-ex(2+s)|x|2dx
*>2-A |A|(t"N)/2 f |yr( |p(-|y|2)2+^-(2+ff) |y|2 dy
JlvlBl
if | A | S l . Hence , for | A | g l ,
where
C: = m i n t f y o / S p ^ 2 ^ , yo/S}>0.
If we set
D : = max {Lp + d2: peIR* with ||p||fc = 1},
iC:=min{Kp:p6R(c with ||p||fc = 1},
we have, by Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, that D and K are finite and positive.
Hence, for Ae[- l ,0) ,
p ,J § | |A r N / 2 ( L p + d2) - CKP |A |(
Therefore, there exists some Aoe[-l ,0) such that
Ix(wP,J<0 for all UP,X(X)GZ
where A s (Ao, 0). •
Remark. By the proof of Lemma 2.7 in [1],
Z(k,\)eTk(k€M) for Ae(A0,0).
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PROPOSITION 5.5. Let Conditions (A1*)-(A4*) hold and let Ao be given by
Proposition 5.4. Then there exists a constant A] 6 [Ao, 0) such that
* M ^ 2 for all up,xeZ(fc,A)\{0}
where A £(A1; 0).
Proof. For upK e Z(k, A)\{0}, we have
where
^[a if |||uPiX|||xal,
Icr otherwise
Hence,
.Kup,Jg{|A|1-N/2(Lp + ^)}-1-C T / 2- Cp • Kp • |A|'
where
Cp: = min {[y(p)/8](24*)/<2+*\ y(p)/8}.
But since
p, pA for all t>0 ,
we get
where C, D and K are the same as in the proof of Proposition 5.4 and where K is
given by
So
->r o for A^O" uniformly on Z(k, A)\{0}. D
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let Conditions (A1*)-(A4*) hold. Let u\ be the (generalised)
solution to (2.1) corresponding to the critical value fo£(A<0, keN). Then
b^O as X->0~.
More precisely,
b£=o(k) for A-»0~.
Proof. Suppose that a < a. For a = a, the proof remains the same except that
Ml'0 is replaced by Mx. Suppose A e(A!, 0). Then
= inf max/x(u)
Kert usK
g max /X(M)
ueZ(k,X)
g max i\(w)
since Z(k, A)nMx°= 0 by Proposition 5.5. If we put
t(w): = [(2 + cr).Mu)r1/s(Lp + d2)^ |A |^+
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and
Z x : = {up,xGZ(fc,A):||p||k = l},
then
t(up,x)up,xeMxi0 whenever UP>XGZX
and so
<T)maxj||t(u)u|||2
ueZ,
= <x/(4 + 2<x) max
weZx
S const |A|~2KA?
by the proof of Proposition 5.5. Since - 2 K / ( T > 1 , we have
b£=o(A) for A-»0~. D
We are now ready to prove the main theorem.
THEOREM 5.7. Let Conditions (A1*)-(A4*) hold. Then (i) for A<0, equation
(2.1) has infinitely many distinct pairs of (generalised) solutions {(A, ±u£)}keN; (ii)
A =0 is a bifurcation point for equation (2.1), i.e.
IK||T-»0 as A-»(T.
Proof, (i) This is a result of Section 4.
(ii) Let ujbe a critical point of JK:
Therefore,
- | / x(K)| t = 1 = 0, i.e. |K|||2 = <FK),u£>.
But
bKk=nK\\\i-<p(ri)
= 2<F(u£),u£>-<p(u£) = o(A) for A -> 0"
and thus by (A3*)
6fc==(2q-l)<p(u£)S0^<p(i4) = o(A) for A - •
Therefore,
<F(u^),u^)=o(A) for A ^ . 0 -
|||uJ2=o(A) for A->0-.
Since |||u|||xg||T«|| and |||M|||X g VJA| ||u|| for all ueHT, we have
||TuJ2=o(A),
for A ^ 0 ~ . D
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6. An alternative approach
There is another approach to the problem (2.1) given by Stuart [4].
We put
/ ( u ) : = || |Tu||2-<p(u) for u<=HT
and
Mr: = {ueHT:\\u\\=r} for r>0 .
Then critical points of J (^ are (generalised) solutions to (2.1) and it is sufficient
to verify the hypotheses of Theorem 4 of [5]. The main point is to show that
Assumption (S4) is satisfied for all j e N and this can be done (under the
assumptions on / given below) using functions of type (1.1) and calculations
similar to those of Section 5. The details will appear in [71.
Let us make the following (weaker) assumptions on / :
(A2) @{x, ts)g t2&(x, s)^0 for alls eU all t ^ l and almost all x eUN.
(A3) f(x, s)s^ 2&(x, s) S 0 for all SGU and almost all x eUN.
(A4) There exist positive constants o~, 8, A and t such that 0 < cr < 2(2 - t)/N and
&(x, s ) ^ A ( l + |x|)~' \s\2+<T for all O ^ s S S and almost all x<=MN.
THEOREM 6.1. Let Conditions (Al*), (A2)-(A4) hold. Then, for r>0 small
enough, there exist infinitely many distinct pairs of (generalised) solutions (X.rn,
±urn)eUxHT for equation (2.1) such that
IK||=r, A r n < 0 for alined.
I K I I T ^ O , A ^ ( T asr-*0+.
Let us remark that the question as to whether Condition (Al*) can be
weakened remains open.
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